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DaviD GolDstein  
is a franco-israeli photographer.  

All the featured photos are part 

of his ongoing project, called 

„Tel Aviv, everyday life“  

Where he tries to capture his 

impression of the daily life in 

the amazing city of Tel Aviv.  
 

All shown photos had been taken with an analog camera on film. 

David Goldstein about his motivation:  

„Through photography I do my best to answer a simple question : how to find your place in 
this world? Probably because i did not find the answer yet. 

Therefore, urban life and human‘s place in the cities are my main issues. 
I take inspirations from great photographers like Joel Meyerowitz or Sergio Larrain for  
example, but also from film makers where I find a kind of poetry like Wong Kar Wai or  
Xavier Dolan.“

Dear Friends and Reader!

Our 13th issue of our photo review is featuring a 
young talented photographer from Tel Aviv.  

All his captures are unique visual witnesses and 
part of his ongoing photographic project, named, 
“Tel Aviv, everyday life”  

His words, accompany his visual work, emphasize 
the unique atmosphere and let us immerse into
the vivid scene on Tel Aviv’s streets.

True the motto, the weight of the transience is the 
instant, all his images and captures are created 
analogue on film. 

Please join us on this captivating getaway. 
 

Enjoy Reading



At Work: When the temperature is hot, it‘s good to take a break under the shadow of a tree...



Back to The beach: I love the life and different stories you can find at the beach



Into my thoughts: Prisoner of the rain...



Life at the beach: Different people, different lives, within the same frame



Love is in the air: love, simply love



Love is in the air: love, simply love



Octopus: I usually like to play with shadows.  
Here I have the feeling the woman will soon be  

caught by a giant octopus



Save your money: always better served by yourself i guess...



Shoes up: when I see this shoes up in the air, I am always wonde-
ring who threw them away...



Take my hand: I like the connection the child is trying to make there, like if he said „come with me!“



The lady in the sky: just life in a street



The look: sometimes it is not possible to be invisible...



The streets: so many things happen in the streets, this is the magic of the city



Window dancers: like a choreography...



Elegance: who wants to sit near this elegant man?



Please visit David Goldstein 

on Facebook: 

www.facebook.com/davidgoldsteinphotography 

 

or on his website: 

https://david-n-goldstein.squarespace.com 

 

on lens culture:

www.lensculture.com/david-goldstein
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